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I shall say a few words later on the state apparatus. 
We are aware that without the restoration of heavy 
industry we have no industry at all. Without the 
heavy industry we are completely lost as an. inde
pendent country, this we know. The sole salvation 
for Russia is not only good crops for the peasantry, 
not only favourable conditions for light industries. 
We require the heavy industry. And it will take 
several decades of work to set it properly going. If 
we have no heavy industry we are ruined as a civil
ized country—I will not even speak of a socialist 
country. And in this respect we have taken the de- 
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their captialist economics to such good purpose c-g.ve gtgp
that they now do not know where to turn, lends us smau The sum which we have collected is less

(Concluded) a helping hand. With the Versailles Peace they than 20,000,000 gold roubles.
I repeat: At that time, in 1921, this was still a have created a financial system which they t em- belieye j am justified in drawing from the above

vague idea. After we had brought the most im- selves do not understand. If these wonder u capi- ^ ^ conclusion that the New Economic Pol-
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sia; not alone were great masses of the Peasantry how to accomplish the m08t no™rely riculture and industry, and to make progress. Our
dissatisfied, but also great masses of.workers. What stabilization of the rouble. Andl th»» *■ »* practical aetivity proves this.
caused this discontent? The cause was that we had pr0ved theoretically in discussion, it is an actual ^ ^ yçarg we haye hdd QUr power, and we

gone too far with our economic demands, that we fact. , riooeantrv have been at war for almost the whole of the five
had not secured our base, that the masses felt what I now pass to our socialfactors. The pea > ^ .g ehengiye> as the peasantry as a
we did not yet know how to consciously formulate. M of course the most important In 1921 the gre QUr favor They perceived that behind

After a very short time we also realized that the peasant masses were dissatisfied After this «a h ^ landowner> whom they hate -
direct transition to purely socialist distribution of the famine, the very hardest trial for the Peasant^, th on earth. But this was nothing

workers, and that we aim at the development of a 
socialist state of society by means of this power.
For us the most important question has therefore 
been, economic preparation for applied socialism.
We could not take a direct course for this prepara
tion, but have been obliged to take an indirect one.

The state capitalism which we have created is a

Results of our New Economic Policy.

k

we decided un-In the spring of the same yearanimously -I d,d act %£&£££££* «h, -
„„ ,he subject-to ad.pt th„™' A„d h.w is the matte, ,f.=, this

What is the result. s ^ ^ ^ case. usual and unexpected misfortune? It seems to me
bene tte us an sa^® believe that this leading that the answer lies plainly before us, for the peas*- 
is the result indefinite? I believe that this eau g suceeeded in overcoming the fam-
question is of the "one year, but has also delivered up the taxes

mumst parties, for if it is to be answ ;lU in kind to such an extent that we have up to now re-
ative, we are all ruined. I believe t cdved hundreds of millions of puds, almost without peculiar one ; it does not correspond to the usual con-
reply in the affirmative o is qu the need of using foree. The risings among peas- ception of state capitalism. We have all the highest
easy conscience. The one-and-a-half years w Qf eommon oeeurenee in Russia up to 1921) positions of command in our hands, we have the

, have passed since that time have positively dem - completely ceased. We may confidently iand and soil; this belongs to the state. Th» »
strated that we have passed this test. 0ggert that ^ peagantg flre now satisfied with their most important, though our opponents pretend that

I now pass to the proofs. To do this I must ma e And we believe that such proofs are it is of no significance. They are entirely wrong,
a brief survey of every part of Russian economics. more important than any statistical proofs, it is very important that the ground belongs to the

First I shall take up the financial system an ^ ition among the peasantry at the present state ; it is also of the greatest practical significance, 
the famous Russian rouble. I believe that we can ^me ,g guch that we have no fear of any movements for economic aetivity and for other reasons. We 

’ call the Russian rouble famous, if for no other rea- whatever It ;s 0f course possible that have already been successful in rendering our peas-
son, than because the number of these roubles now ^ antry may have complaints against or be antry satisfied, in moving trade and industry. Our 
exceeds a quadrillion. That is something in itse . diggatigfied with our regime, but there is absolutely state capitalism differs from state capitalism liter- 
An astronomical figure, , I am sure that you do ^ thought 0f any serious complaints against us in ally understood, in our having not only the ground 
not even all know how much that is. thg antry as a whole in the hands of the proletarian state, but all the

But from an economic standpoint we do not con- ^ re<*ards light industry, I may confidently state m0st important branches of industry. A few small 
sider the number of roubles of importance, the ^ & ^ improvement is t0 be noted. This all- parts only, mostly small and medium industrial
noughts can be crossed out. . . We have alrea y improvement in the position of light indus- dertakings, have been leased by us; everything else
performed wonders in this direction, and I am con- ^deg aceompanied by a distinct improvement of remains in our hands. With regard to trade I should , 
vinced that during the further course of events we ^ ition of the workers in Petrograd and Mos- like to emphasize that we are endeavouring to found 
shall perform even greater ones. What is really o Tbig -g legg tbc case in other districts, where mixed companies, and have already founded such,
importance is the stabilization of our currency. I industry predominates, and the position is not that is, companies in which one part of the capital

succeed in stabilizing the rouble for a long period, ^ favorable belongs to private capitalists, these being foreigners,
Then these ^ ^ quegtion ig the heavy industry. I must and the other part to us. In the first place this gives 

say that the position is more difficult here. A slight us an opportunity to learn what we need to 
improvement took place in the year 1921 to 1922. we are to carry on trade, and m the Place
We may thus hope that the near future offers better we always possess the power of dissolving the 

firm basis. . . T)r0Snects We have already collected a part of the pany, so that we risk nothing, so to speak. There
With regard to this question I believe I am m P P m_nîis for this DurDOse. In a capitalist is no doubt that we have committed an enormous

a position to state rather important and decisive improvement of the position of the heavy number of foolish errors, and will doubtless commit
facts. In 1921, the period during which the paper country^ p & ^ Qf hundredg more. Nobody can judge of that better or more ob-
rouble was stabilized lasted less than three m0 - iuions There would be no thought of an im- jectively than I. . Why do we commit these
in 1922, the period has already lasted over five ^ otherwise. We have obtained no such foolish errors? This is comprehensible: 1. we are a
months and the year is not yet ended. I believe that P obtained nothing Everything which backward country; 2. education is at a minimum;
this fact speaks for itself. The figures which I have and so "forth is 3. we are without help. No civilized country helps

just stated prove that since last year, when W t Despite this we succeeded in us; on the contrary, they all work against us; 4.
stood at the beginning of our New Economic Policy, ^ ki^ a modest beginning, and our commercial there is the question of the state apparatus. We
we have learned how to advance. When we have makm ^ „ |rtain capital, 0f about took over the old state apparatus. Butlhat was our
once learned that, I am sure that we shall know how vi y 6 Af any rate & beginning misfortune. As a matter of fact ,t often happens
to make further progress, unless we commit some 0 11 g commereial activity gives us that at the top where we possess state power the

Îhe meaL which we require for the improvement of state apparatus functions well; but further down
our heavy industry. But this is still a dream of the the machinery works against us. Here nothing
future. At present our heavy industry is in a sad can be done m a short time, that is certain He
condition But I believe it is of decisive significance we must work for several years to perfect the ap-

able to save something, and that we shall paratus. and to develope new life forces which we
will often enough be at the must bring into it. We are doing this at a fairly

working towards rapid pace, perhaps too rapid. Soviet schools and
(Continued on page 8)

us

un-

we
and then permanently, we have won. 
atstronomical figures, the trillions and quadrillions 

Then we can establish ourare nothing whatever, 
economics on solid ground, and practice them on a com-

particularly stupid errors.
Thus, although our really systematic and pro

perly formulated economic activity is only
the less been successful in

commenc

ing now, we have none 
increasing the period of stabilization from three to 
five months, so that I think I. have a right to say that 
we can be well satisfied. For we stand alone. We 
received and still receive, no loans. Not one of these 
wonderful capitalist states, which have arranged

that we are 
continue to save. It 
expense of the population. XV e are 
decreasing our state budget, our state apparatus.


